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Tuttle Shokai Inc, Japan, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Workbook, Bilingual, Revised. 272 x 213 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Put simply, practice is the most
effective method of mastering written Japanese. The large,
open format of Writing Japanese Hiragana invites the student
to pick up a pencil and get started! Two phonetic syllabaries,
hiragana and katakana, and a set of kanji characters based on
Chinese ideographs are what comprises written Japanese. This
workbook has been carefully designed to facilitate the quick
and easy mastery of the forty-six character hiragana syllabary
used to write all types of native words not written in kanji. An
understanding of hiragana is essential for the serious student
wishing to learn Japanese effectively. Each character is
introduced with brushed, handwritten, and typed samples
which enhance character recognition. Extensive writing space
allows for maximum practice to facilitate memorization and
ensure proper character formation. Entertaining illustrations
and amusing examples of onomatopoeic usage of hiragana in
Japanese writings further reinforce memorization in a fun
way. Writing Japanese Hiragana is an easy-to-use and
practical workbook tailored to the specific needs of young
students of the Japanese language. Beginning students of all
ages will delight in its fresh...
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just e ortlessly can get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Feder ico Nola n-- Feder ico Nola n

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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